
TELUS Fleet Complete 
Track your workers, assets and vehicles in real time while gathering 

information from the field to help improve operating efficiencies and 

drive operating efficiencies and enhance customer service; while 

improving your bottom line. You can do it all—at a cost-effective 

price—from a single portal on a dispatcher’s desktop.

Select the right solutions for your business.

TELUS maintains our dedication to leadership in field work solutions by understanding that effective field management requires 

constant coordination of crews, suppliers, project managers, engineers and field service teams - often in harsh conditions and 

always on tight timelines.

FLEET TRACKER RESOURCE TRACKER ASSET TRACKER

■■ Tracks the real-time location, speed and 

travel direction of your vehicles

■■ Captures vehicle data such as status of 

ignition, battery voltage, door sensor and 

power takeoff (PTO) sensor

■■ High speed mobile Internet makes your 

vehicles a tool for instant productivity

■■ Ethernet port for mobile high speed Internet 

makes your vehicle a tool for instant 

productivity

■■ Optional enhanced features:

 – Garmin GPS integration

 – Mobile Wi-Fi: connect up to 

5 computers to the Internet

■■ A core solution for any business with 

vehicles on the road to help manage and 

maintain their fleet and costs

■■ Tracks the real-time location of your 

mobile workforce via smartphones, while 

monitoring stop times and travel distance

■■ Use it to improve customer service 

and scheduling by always knowing 

the location of your workforce

■■ Great for businesses who want to 

schedule or task field employees who 

aren’t always driving the same vehicle 

or want to automate time sheet expense 

reporting

■■ Works with HSPA, Android, iOS and  

select BlackBerry® and Mike®  

GPS-enabled devices

■■ Monitors the location of high-value assets 

such as equipment, packages, and cargo

■■ Uses an asset tracker device with a 

rechargeable battery. Can last up to          

3 years on a single charge* 

■■ With motion sensing and real-time 

notifications, always be alerted when an 

asset moves

■■ Ideal for businesses looking to track 

resources other than vehicles or 

employees/handsets

* Based on manufacturer’s peak rated usage which assumes once per day reporting. Sleep Mode, device operating within the temperature guidelines.
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